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BEFORE YOU START  

We are assuming you have read and followed all instructions in the Airbus Widebody 

quick start guide for V0.85. Your throttle levers are properly calibrated and if you’re 

not running the Demo that your sim is Activated.  If not, we advise you to go back 

and do this now as these steps are necessary before you attempt a flight.  Thank you. 

 

Please note that the clear majority of all Support issues and “bug reports” received 

by BBS are due to not following these simple procedures. The Airbus is a very easy 

aircraft to fly but she must be handled in a particular way. Even the most 

experienced Boeing Captain would not even attempt to fly an Airbus without first 

consulting the manuals and standard operating procedures (SOP’s) so we highly 

recommend you read the SOP... No matter how many hours you have.  Learn How to 

fly an Airbus properly, we want you to enjoy The Blackbox Airbus family and you will 

only do this by learning how She works.  

 

 

BLACKBOX WIDEBODY A330 VIRTUAL COCKPIT 
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DETAILS AND DESCRIPTION 

We have created this short tutorial flight between LMML (Malta) and LIEE (Sardinia)  

It will allow plenty of time to set up the Airbus and fly the route in DEMO MODE.  

For Fully Activated users the procedures are the same for any length of flight and we 

will show you how to easily and quickly build the flight plan for your Long-Haul trips. 

Just take your time to understand all the details. You can then save the flight plan 

and use another session purely for the flight. But you can of course use your own 

routes at any time. You will find details of how to enter, save and load new routes 

later in this tutorial.  

We would highly recommend using this tutorial flight to get used to the Airbus Logic 

and controls. Especially if you are used to the more conventional flying like in early 

Boeings and GA Aircraft.  

 

 

 

               

         Departing Malta (LMML)    On Approach to Cagliari (LIEE)  
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PREPARE FOR FLIGHT- LOADING THE AIRCRAFT 

Some users like to load the aircraft Cold and Dark and this tutorial assumes you’re at 

the gate powered down with engines off, so we will show you how to set this up.   

 

You may find a few small differences in your own simulator but whichever you use 

the process is roughly the same so Load up your flightsim and go to the Menu. You 

need the CREATE NEW SCENARIO or FLIGHT Window.  Select the Aircraft first, we 

will use an A330-243 (RR) The livery is up to you if you installed any. Now select the 

Location – Choose LMML Malta – Gate 19 HEAVY. Time of day is up to you but we 

recommend Daytime for the first flight, and finally select Clear Sky for the weather 

situation. 

When the Aircraft is fully loaded into the Sim, apply parking brakes and load the 

FWD Pedestal panel to switch off both engines. 

              

And on the overhead switch off all 3 batteries on the ELEC panel.  

  

Finally, we will switch off ADIRS on the Overhead left hand panel at the top. For the 

needs of the tutorial your aircraft is now cold and dark.  

Now save this flight as Tut-1 so you can re-use it at any time. 
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PREPARE FOR FLIGHT- PREPARING THE AIRCRAFT  

When you first get into your Airbus it should be cold and dark as we just set up so 

let’s get something running …  As we are at the gate we can use ground power, so 

check Parking brake is on the open Overhead panel. 

 

Connect ground power by pressing one or both illuminated Ext-Pwr buttons and 

then connecting all 3 batteries. You will hear the electronics fans and AC come alive 

and the panels will become active. We need to turn on the ADIRS to initialise the 

navigational and flight systems. So, switch ADIRS knobs to NAV in order 1, 3, 2.  

 

You will see the “on batt” announcement above each knob briefly.  They will take 

some time to align so we can move on to other things while they work.  We will now 

just test the warning lamps and indicators to make sure we have no dead bulbs or 

faults so locate the Test switch on the overhead lighting panel and set it to the test 

position.  

 

Check all lamps, buttons and annunciators are lit on the overhead panel and then 

check the same on the rest of the panels. Everything should be lit.  Switch off test.  
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FLIGHT PLANNING – THE MCDU 

Before flight you will need to have a Flight plan and the Aircraft Loaded with 

Passengers, Baggage, Maybe some freight and of course your Fuel. 

We will look at how to create your flight plan first as this will be needed on almost 

every flight until we Update the MCDU and NAV systems in V0.90. 

Open the MCDU Popup so you can see it clearly (Just click on the screen to pop up a 

larger window) We have labelled some of the more important buttons you will be 

using to create your flight plan. The same process is required for this Short Demo or 

a Long Haul so practice, it will be come easy.  

THE MCDU   

 
We will start by Entering LMML/LIEE into the scratchpad using the keyboard and 

transfer it to the FROM / TO Section of the MCDU by pressing the Line Select Key 1R 

(or LSK1R) You will also enter your cruise altitude; Cost index and Flight number here 

the same way but we will come to these later. First though, it’s time to build the 

flight plan by adding in the SIDS and STARS for our departure and arrival plus all the 

waypoints we need in between.  
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FLIGHT PLANNING – SIDS and STARS 

Press the Flight Plan Button and you will see your new flight plan beginning to make 

sense.  You have a Destination and Arrival airport with an F-PLN Discontinuity in 

between.  This is simply because we haven’t inserted any waypoints yet so let’s start 

by adding a Departure SID...  We know we will be departing from LMML So Press 

LSK1L to select your departure runway 

 

We will choose RWY 31 so press LSK1L again to select the runway. 

 

On the next page, you will see all the available Departure SIDS for this runway. 
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FLIGHT PLANNING – SIDS and STARS 

SIDS, or your defined departure routes ...  

you can scroll through the list with the Up Down Arrow keys 

 

We will select the GOZO 3 DELTA Departure as this is the standard route for flights 

heading Northwest from LMML.  So, this time we press LSK4L to select the SID And 

then press INSERT on LSK6R.  This will transfer the SID into your flight plan and 

change the page.   it will now look like this  

 

Now let’s insert a STAR, which is our arrival route into LIEE. We again select the 

Airport as we did for departure but this time we LSK6L (above) to pick LIEE, and then 

ARRIVAL on LSK1R to show the available runways.  Now Click on button LSK4L to 

select runway ILS32 and we will then see a list of available STARS as before. 
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FLIGHT PLANNING – SIDS and STARS 

Select a STAR 

 

Here we see the available Stars for RWY 32 at our destination. We will choose the 

LEDRA 1 Alpha Arrival, you must scroll down with the arrow keys to find it.  

Press LSK5L to select LEDRA1A and then LSKr6 to insert it into the flight plan and 

change back to the flight plan page.  

 

Now you have a departure SID, an arrival STAR and a F-PLN Discontinuity so we need 

to join them all together to complete the fight plan. We will do this by using a very 

useful feature called VIA/GOTO this means Via a specified Airway, go to a specified 

Waypoint. You will see how useful this is especially for those long-haul flights! 
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FLIGHT PLANNING- VIA / GOTO 

Adding the waypoints 

 

Here is the actual flight plan in shorthand as you would find it in most flight planning 

software or online such as www.Simbrief.com 

LMML31 – GOZO3D – UM732 – LUKAD – DCT - TUTIP – LEDR1A – LIEE32 

As you can see, we have already entered the beginning and end, these are the 

departure and arrival runways and the SIDS and STARS, but we are missing the 

middle section in grey. To understand these before we enter them let’s look first at 

UM732. This is not a waypoint it’s an AIRWAY (a motorway through the sky) and you 

should see from the flight plan we need to get onto the airway after the SID and off 

the Airway at LUKAD, so we need to enter this into the VIA/ GOTO which means Via 

the airway. The other new section that is Not a waypoint is DCT. This means DIRECT 

TO, but we will come to this next.  

So, we will make what’s known as a “Lateral Revision” from the last waypoint in the 

SID, GZO. Press the LSK next to GZO in your flight plan to open the LAT REV page and 

Using the keypad and number pad as before we enter UM732/LUKAD into the 

scratchpad and then transfer this to the VIA.GOTO Section by pressing LSK2R.  
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FLIGHT PLANNING- ENTERING WAYPOINTS 

The temporary flight plan 

 

Your Flight plan will be shown in Yellow with all the new waypoints. You must press 

LSK6R “INSERT” to confirm the changes. Now, all the Waypoints along the Airway 

between GZO and LUKAD have been added to your flight plan. So, this just leaves the 

DCT and TUTIP Waypoint to add before we can fly the route.  

 

As already mentioned DCT Simply means DIRECT TO so we need to fly from LUKAD – 

Direct to – TUTIP so let’s enter this final Waypoint. 

  

Simply enter TUTIP in the scratchpad as normal and insert it by pressing the LSK Next 

to the F-PLAN DISCONTINUITY to place it in the gap between LUKAD and LEDRO. 
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FLIGHT PLANNING- COMPLETING THE FLIGHT PLAN 

Clearing the discontinuity 

 

To complete the building of the flight plan we need to clear the Discontinuity.  

Do this by simply clicking the CLR button, bottom right of the keypad. This brings up 

the CLR text into the scratchpad and just as before enter the CLR where the 

Discontinuity is by pressing the corresponding LSK in this case LSK5L. Yours make be 

different depending on where the flight plan is scrolled to.   

It is good practice to scroll through the flight plan now and review all the Waypoints 

and details ... Check these against your printed or online flight plan and make sure 

everything is in place. Your almost complete.  
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FLIGHT PLANNING- Altitude and Speed Constraints  

Ok, we just need to make one small edit now as there is an Altitude constraint 

(restriction) we don’t need.  So, look at the right side of the flight plan now and scroll 

through the flight plan until you see the GZO Waypoint.  

 

You can see the items in Magenta on the right side of the screen. These are 

Constraints and prevent the flight plan from taking you too low or too high in some 

restricted or dangerous areas. For example, the first constraint at 16DME Waypoint 

says +756. This means when you reach this Waypoint you must be at 756 Feet or 

Above. However, for some reason the GZO constraint is in error, it is telling us to 

Level and Hold at 5000 Feet where in fact it should once again be At or Above 

5000Ft. This can happen with bad or out of date AIRAC data so we need to fix it.  

Press LSK4R to bring up the vertical revisions page where we can Add delete or 

change the constraints.  

 

We simply type + 5000 (the + denotes At or ABOVE) into the scratchpad and replace 

the old one via LSK3R and that’s the flight plan completed and edited. Also, note the 

climb speed limit on the top left.   This limits our speed to 250Kts until FL100 so if the 

ATC announces “no speed restriction” you can also CLR this constraint.  
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FLIGHT PLANNING- SAVING YOUR FLIGHT PLANS 

No matter how long or complex creating even a long-haul flight plan may be, by 

using Airways and Via/Goto, even the longest flight can be programmed in minutes. 

You can then save these flight plans for later use using the DATA button and then 

selecting SAVE ROUTE on LSKR1 

 

We enter the name of the flight plan into scratch pad, in this case I called it TUT-1 

and then LSK1 to store the name, then press LSK2L to Save the Flight Plan 

 

You can then load them back at any time via the DATA button and then the LOAD 

ROUTE Button where you will see all your flight plans listed, or by directly entering 

the name into Co Rte. This bypasses the load save page and immediately inserts the 

flight plan ready to use. 
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – INITIAL LOADING  

We will load our passengers and cargo, plan the fuel for the flight and then load the 

correct fuel on board all using PFM. It will show us our weights, Centre of Gravity and 

whatever trim we need for takeoff so let’s begin by starting PFM.  

 

 

When we first open PFM we are presented with the fleet management page, this is 

used for selecting aircraft Offline to create Payloads we can save for later use and to 

generally view the aircraft and liveries installed.  There is a downloads tab also that 

lets you download and install new liveries from our server but you will find more 

information and details on that in the separate PFM Technical manual. We need to 

go direct to the PAYLOAD tab highlighted red above.  
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – CONFIGURATION PAGE  

The Payload page.  The thumbnail not found indicates that we have No Aircraft 

selected so we need to connect to flightsim.  Press the connect button Indicated and 

PFM will then receive most of the information from whatever BBS aircraft we have 

running in Flightsim. Please note: if you have Paused the sim this will not connect! 

 

Once connected you can see the loaded aircraft with fuel and payload details. 

 

These may not be correct for our flight so let’s see how to create our custom 

payload. Click on the PAX tab to move to the next page. 
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – PASSENGER LOAD PAGE 

On the PAX tab, we can see a graphical depiction of our aircraft seating plan laid out 

into the normal zones. Even this seat layout can be changed but we will keep the 

details for the PFM Tech manual. For our purposes, we just need to load some 

passengers. You can use the slider A to Load them or the buttons B to Create a Half, 

Full or Random load. The total number of passengers will be shown in the indication 

boxes C.  And the seats will fill up graphically showing you where everyone is seated.  

 

When you are happy with your Passenger load click the CARGO Tab to move to the 

cargo bays loading page.  
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – CARGO & FREIGHT PAGE 

On the CARGO tab, we can see a graphical depiction of our aircraft Cargo bays. It is 

very important when loading Cargo that we keep our CoG. It’s not so important with 

PAX loading unless of course you put everyone in the back! The Weight and balance 

graph (outlined) will show you where the CoG is in real-time as you load cargo.  Also, 

be aware of the Max ZFW (Maximum Zero Fuel Weight) this is indicated in the list of 

weights and you will get a clear warning if you go above it.  If you have selected Auto 

Baggage, You will need to move the slider to see the Pax Bags.  

 

After loading cargo, we skip the Fuel page and go straight to DISPATCH  
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – DISPATCH (FUEL PLANNER) 

So, now we have built up our payload we need to find our fuel for this flight. When 

we calculate the fuel with any extras we decide to add for holding or contingency. 

The Dispatch screen will work out our vertical profile and show if we need to step 

climb which will be the case for most long-haul flights.  

 

First we need to enter our departure airport in the routing area. We are departing 

LMML so type this into the box arrowed. As you type, the airport will pop into the 

orange selection window, use enter or press the down arrow to select the Orange 

Airport name. 

 

Select Arrival Airport LIEE (we will not need an alternate) and then enter the Desired 

Altitude and Speed, so enter 350 in the alt box and 0.84 for our cruise Mach. There 

are no winds on our flight but you can enter the average direction and speed here 

for later flights when you start using PFM for your own flights outside the tutorial.  
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – DISPATCH (FUEL PLANNER) 

Now we enter the fuel we need for APU, taxiing, holding, reserves and any extra fuel 

we want to take. For the tutorial, we won’t be held up so we can enter 10 minutes 

for APU, 15 minutes for Taxi, 30-minute Hold time and just 5% reserves. Additional 

fuel is usually for a short-haul flight when you take the fuel needed for your return 

trip so you don’t need to buy it from the airport.  

 

With these values added, we can now press the Calculate Fuel Requirements Button  

  

And we have a resulting vertical profile, fuel load and great circle distance with 2 fuel 

quantities, trip fuel, the fuel needed for the flight alone and block or total Fuel. 
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PRE-FLIGHT MANAGER – FUEL LOADING PAGE 

Now we can come back to the payload tab and go to the Fuel page. The only thing 

we need do in the fuel page is press the PLAN Button, outlined just under the slider, 

this will transfer the Fuel from the Dispatch page directly into the correct tanks. 

 

In your own flights, you can add the fuel manually of course by using the slider and it 

will always go into the correct fuel tanks as per Airbus loading instructions to keep a 

good balance and CoG. Please take note of the Required trim setting as you will need 

to know this when you get back into the cockpit.  It also shows your predicted 

landing weight and CoG so if you carry too much fuel for example you will be 

overweight on landing or out of balance. Always try to ensure that the green dot in 

the Weight and balance graph is within the green Envelope. There is more to the fuel 

screen, but again we will cover it in more detail in the PFM Tech manual. 

Finally press the SEND button, outlined at the bottom of the page. This will transfer 

the Passengers, cargo and fuel into your Airbus in a nice balanced way just as you 

have planned right here in PFM. You can now close PFM and get back in the cockpit. 
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BEFORE WE FLY – INITIALISING THE MCDU 

We will now go through the important MCDU Initialisation process. These items are 

all required before taking to the air. So, first we re-load the flight plan we created 

earlier by entering the name “TUT-1” into Co RTE. the flight plan will be loaded as a 

temporary flight plan in yellow on your ND (Nav Display) and you will see the 

Waypoints etc. appear in the MCDU 

 

When we press INSERT on LSK6R to confirm the flight plan and set into the primary 

route, the ND route will now turn green and the MCDU Return to the INIT Page. 

 

Next, press ALIGN IRS on LSK3R to update the ADIRS to our current location. You will 

see the message NAV ACCUR UPGRAD and we clear this by simple pressing the CLR 

Button.  So, now we need to enter our Cruise Altitude. First Enter 350 (Flight Level 

350) into LSK6R. Next enter the Ci (Cost Index) we will be using a Ci of 25 for this 

short flight. All airlines differ with Ci due to costs and Time. A lower Ci will give better 

and faster climb rates but with lower cost. Whereas a higher Ci will give slower climb 

rates but faster cruise speeds at a higher cost. Finally enter your flight number TUT1. 
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BEFORE WE FLY – INITIALISING THE MCDU 

Pressing the NEXT PAGE button will change the MCDU Screen to we enter the 

Weights and Fuel load (BLOCK) You can enter these manually using the data from the 

Pre-Flight Manager but we have made this easier for you. As the Fuel and Payload 

were already loaded when we “sent” the data from PFM, you can RIGHT CLICK on 

the ZFW and BLOCK LSK’s, A and B, to automatically enter the weights. The rest of 

the information will be calculated automatically by the MCDU.  

 

Now open the Performance pages by pressing the PERF button. This will show us a 

new screen where we enter Vspeeds and some other details.  You will see the Amber 

boxes as in the previous page and this means you can use the right click again to 

automatically enter this data. So, do this now and the Vspeeds will be entered. 

 

Finally, we need to enter the Flap and Trim setting to FLAPS/THS on LSKR4. We will 

be using Flap 1 for takeoff and the trim setting we noted from PFM so enter this as 

1/UP2.7. Flex to temp is a complex thrust derating system that we won’t cover here 

as we will use TOGA, and the other data can also be left blank for this flight.  
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BEFORE WE FLY – INITIALISING THE MCDU 

If you click on the NEXT PHASE LSK you will see the computed speeds for our weight 

and Ci. Press again to see CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT and APPROACH Speeds.  

 

We can see that our climb will be at 312 kts (initially 250 kts under FL100) with a 

cruise of M0.84. Our Descent will be at 270 kts and I will explain the approach 

speeds in more detail as they are a little more complicated. First though let’s enter 

the “QNH” on the APP Page, this is the current barometric pressure at our airport. 

You can see this on the FCU readout so enter 1013.  

The various speeds displayed on the APP Page Show Flap speeds, Approach speeds 

and Stall speed in various configurations So, for example, the slowest we can fly 

clean i.e. with No flaps set would be 168 kts and our stalling speed for FULL FLAP is 

127 kts. The Approach speed VAPP will be flown at 132 Kts fully configured for 

landing.  If we have a crosswind (which we don’t for this tutorial) You need to enter 

the direction and speed into MAG WIND section and you can also change everything 

to a FLAP 3 Landing by pressing CONF 3. But don’t worry about all these numbers as 

the Auto thrust will take care of everything! Let’s just enter our DH (decision height) 

into the Approach info. Enter 100 into the DH LSK as before.  
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PREPARE FOR FLIGHT – APU START 

Yes, we are finally almost ready to go. Just a few last items before we push back and 

start our engines.   Firstly, let’s start the APU.  Open the Overhead panel and press 

the Apu MASTER SW and open the Lower Ecam to see the progress. When FLAP 

OPEN stops flashing, and appears GREEN, Press the START Button. 

 

 

It will take some time to start but we can see the APU starting and voltage climbing 

on the APU GEN. When the APU is fully started, the display will show good voltages 

and AVAIL. We can now disconnect Ground Power by pushing the OH Buttons again. 

.  
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PREPARE FOR FLIGHT – PUSHBACK AND START 

Now we have APU powering the systems so we can ask for Pushback and start the 

engines.  Remove parking brake and Press SHIFT+P. When the aircraft has moved 

back around approx. twice its own length you can press SHIFT+P again to stop.  RE-

apply the parking brake and we will start engines.   

You can also press “1” or “2” to have the aircraft turn left or right and even use GSX if you have it 

but here we will push straight back only so we can introduce you to the Steering TILLER.  Page 13 of 

the Quick Start Guide showed you how to set this up so if you didn’t do it yet NOW is the time. 

Open the overhead panel once more and push APU BLEED AIR Button and make sure 

the Bleed Air Valve is in AUTO or OPEN.  We will start Engine #2 this is normal SOP. 

  

Set ENG MODE to IGN START 

 

Make sure thrust levers are at Idle and switch Start valve #2 to the ON position and 

monitor the Upper ECAM for fuel flow and Engine Starting correctly. You can also 

shortcut this process if you wish by pressing CTRE+E and flightsim will start both 

engines for you automatically.  
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PREPARE FOR FLIGHT – PUSHBACK AND START 

You can monitor the Upper ECAM for correct starting temperatures and fuel flow 

while you wait for the engine to reach a stable Idle. Once engine #2 is started 

correctly simply switch Engine #1 Start Valve to On and monitor the process again on 

the Upper ECAM. The image below shows engine #2 fully started and stabilized with 

all the correct indications for EPR, Fuel flow, N2, N3 and EGT. 

  

When both engines are running smoothly, you can turn off the APU, set the Bleed 

knob back to Auto and turn on Beacon A, and Nav lights B. 

 

And finally return the ENG MODE from IGN START to NORM.  
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READY TO FLY - TAXI AND POSITION FOR TAKEOFF 

We will be taxiing from our current position on Apron 9 via taxiway Charlie to 

backtrack the runway following the yellow line below. So, Press “T” to activate your 

steering tiller, you should see a green indication in the flightsim scenery window to 

show it is active. 

 

 

 

Now release parking brakes. You should just need a little power to break away and 

then return the levers to idle controlling the speed with gentle braking. Keep the 

speed very low to start as we need to make a few tight turns leaving the apron. You 

must come to a full stop at HOLD C as there may be other traffic. Check carefully 

before proceeding as we will not be using ATC for the tutorial. When you get almost 

to the other end of the runway you will see a turnaround point. Take it nice and 

slow, re-enter the runway and line up just before the piano keys on Runway 32. 

Apply the parking brake if you are moving forward.  
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READY TO FLY – FINAL SETTINGS AND TAKEOFF 

Before we take off there are few more items. The first of these is a control surface 

“Full and Free” movement check so Open the lower ECAM and set Flight Controls 

screen FLTCTRL. Now move the Joystick all the way to the left and check the ECAM 

for full deflection.  Next all the way to the right, check. All the way Back, check. All 

the way forward, check. The rudder pedals, left right check.  Finally, the spoilers.  

Fully extend with the lever or “/” Key and check the indications, fully retract and 

check indications that they are properly stowed. 

 

Now we look at the Upper ECAM again and see the takeoff Checklist. We will go 

through it line by line.  First is SIGNS to go to the Overhead and switch Smoking and 

seatbelt signs to AUTO. You will see each item check off as we do it. Next is Spoilers 

so we arm them with SHIFT+/ Set Flaps to 1+F by Lever or by pressing F7 Once. 

Select Autobrake B to MAX and then press TO/CONF to confirm. The indicator should 

change from Blue TEST to green CONFIRM.  One last job item to set the FCU Altitude 

labelled A to our cruise level so Set FCU Alt to 35000. The easiest way to input large 

numbers is to click and hold the Right mouse button to the RIGHT of the knob while 

it counts upwards to 35100 then reduce the remaining 100 by a single LEFT click to 

the LEFT of the knob.  You can also use the mouse wheel for 100’s and SHIFT + 

Mouse wheel for 1000’s.  Don’t worry that the SPD and HDG are not set as the Fly by 

Wire Computer will do this when we advance the thrust levers for takeoff and enter 

SRS Mode, meaning Speed Reference System.  Finally set Strobe lights to Auto.  
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TAKEOFF – VSPEEDS AND SRS GUIDANCE 

Ok, we are ready to take off.   

Release the brakes and bring the thrust levers up a little so the EPR Dials read 

approx. 1.2oo and wait for them to stabilize.  Keep your feet on the pedals as you 

will start moving and the aircraft may drift a little laterally.  Once the EPR needles are 

stable we can push the levers full forward and into TOGA and accelerate.  This 

activates AT (auto thrust) And SRS (the Speed Reference system)  

 

You can immediately see that many things have changed o the PFD and here is what 

they all mean. A = current speed; B = V1 (decision speed); C = VR (rotate speed) D = 

Speed trend and E = V2 (Safe speed). At the top, we also have F, showing we are in 

SRS mode and G, CLB showing we will be climbing. Continue accelerating until V1 

and be ready to takeoff.  At VR, you need to pull back Gently on the sidestick so the 

white cross lines up with the green vertical FD Bar and release the pressure as they 

converge.  When you have a positive rate of climb you can raise the gear using “G” 

and disarm the Spoilers using SHIFT+/. At around 800-1000 ft. you can Connect the 

Autopilot and monitor the Gauges for any problems or failures. 
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CLIMBOUT – THRUST REDUCTION FLAPS AND BARO 

Quickly open the MCDU and go to PERF page. We can see some flap reference 

speeds, a TRANS ALT of 5000 and Thr Red/Acc at 1800/1800. 

 

The first of these we will encounter is the Thrust Reduction Altitude of 1800 Feet. 

When you reach this altitude (it may be different for each Airport) you will see TOGA 

Flashing in PFD with the message LVR CLB.  We must reduce the thrust levers from 

TOGA, thru FLEX and to CL Detent. Make sure the levers rest in the detent properly 

or you will get a warning.  There should be TWO loud clicks as the levers move. 

 

Now you will notice the PFD Annunciators have changed to THR CLB. Also, a 

Magenta 250 has appeared above the speed tape indicating that 250kts is our 

“Target” so the Autopilot will now remain in a balance climb while accelerating to 

250 kts.   The flap reference speed should be our next concern as we need to reduce 

drag as soon as possible to assist the climb performance.  When we reach the “S” on 

the speed tape, this indicates the safe speed for Slat retraction (169 kts) so go ahead 

and Stow the flaps (if we forget they will retract automatically) And the slats. And 

next is transition Alt 5000 Ft. where we change the Baro from QNH to STD by simply 

Right clicking the Baro Knob when we see the QNH flashing in a yellow box. 
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 CLIMBING – SPD TRANSITION AND POINTS OF NOTE 

We are now safely in the climb and approaching FL100 or 10,000 Feet. Here, the 

autopilot will change, or transition from 250 Kts to our pre-programmed climb 

speed. If you recall when we set up the MCDU this was a Ci of 25 giving us 312 Kts or 

Mach 0.80 and depending on temperature and pressure the Autopilot will make this 

changeover automatically. It is usually somewhere around FL310.  

 

In these screens, we can see two important things. On the PFD left we can see that 

we are still accelerating to 312 Kts and have a good rate of climb just under 2000 

FPM.  The Lower Ecam, Fuel page shows fuel being transferred from the Aux wing 

tanks to the main wings tanks as the levels fall. This is on no major concern as we will 

soon be in Cruise with just a short hop and we still have almost 8 Tonnes FOB (Fuel 

on Board) You can if you wish use up to 4 X Accelerated time at any time if you wish 

the time to pass quicker but pay attention to the main flight displays for some 

important details such as these above and more below. 

 

With just over 40 Nm to go to our top of climb we can see the Spd Mach transition 

take place and our climb rate has dropped to just 1000 FPM. The SPD on the AP 

panel will change to Mach and our climb rate will begin to increase again.  
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CRUISE – CRUISE FLIGHT AND TOD PREPARATION 

Here can see we are just approaching cruise altitude. When the AP Acquires FL350 

the PFD displays will change and our Target speed will change from M0.80 (climb) to 

M0.84 (our selected cruise speed) and after a brief acceleration, the engines will 

spool down to hold our speed.   

 

Now we are in the cruise segment, just keep a watching eye on things. Watch the 

PFD for our Mach speed, make sure it doesn’t drop or increase and Our next task will 

be to prepare for our descent in just over 80nm.  

 

It’s not a long flight so stay alert to the TOD Arrow on the ND. This is the white 

downward pointing arrow where we begin our descent, but for now, just enjoy the 

scenery and have a look around the aircraft. 
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DESCENT – FOLLOWING THE DESCENT PATH DONUT 

As we approach TOD, Top of Descent, we need to be ready so at least 10Nm before 

reaching the Arrow on the ND we must set a descent altitude. 

   

For this flight, we will set FL100 but if you’re flying with ATC them may give you a 

different flight level. Set the FCU Altitude to 10,000 and wait for the arrow on the ND 

to be within about 5nm. Use the smallest range on the ND to be more accurate. As 

soon as the Arrow is within the 5nm. Range ring, press the Alt knob by Left clicking 

the centre of the knob.  

 

This puts us in Descent mode and several things now change on the PFD and ECAM 

 

We can see the engines drop to Idle, The target speed drops to 270Kt. And we start 

to descend.  There is a New message on the PFD asking for more Drag so open the 

speed brakes until our target speed is reached, and a small magenta circle appears 

next to the Altitude tape (the donut). This indicates the correct descent slope and 

the AP will attempt to fly along it. 
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DESCENT – FOLLOWING THE DESCENT PATH DONUT 

Depending on our speed, and where we selected descent mode, the AP sometimes 

needs a little help flying the “donut” this first pic shows us as too low and too fast. 

We are Under the donut and above centre on the speed brackets. To get back on the 

correct slope we simply Hold altitude briefly by pushing the VSI Knob (it says Push to 

Level Off) you will see the donut centring on the altitude tape.  As soon as it is 

centred Push the ALT Knob again to resume managed descent  

 

This next pic shows us as being too high and too slow and to get back on the slope 

we introduce a little speed brake. This slows the aircraft while increasing rate of 

descent. And once again when we are back on the donut we press ALT knob to 

resume managed descent mode. It’s never going to be perfect even in the real world 

so don’t strive too much for dead centre.  

 

This final pic shows us almost perfectly on the donut again in a nice managed 

Descent. The AP should hold this nicely down to our next Altitude.  
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DESCENT – DECEL AND PREPARING FOR APPROACH 

As we approach LUKAD we will enter the STAR Approach. This is automatic on AP of 

course and we just need to keep monitoring descent slope and speed. As we get 

closer to our target Alt of FL100 (Indicated by the magenta dot on our track line) we 

will need to decelerate so be ready with those speed brakes again. 

 

There is a short period where the descent slope levels off to allow a better 

deceleration and the target speed will drop to 250kt.  When this happens, the Donut 

will appear HIGH again until we reach the FL100 dot.  By this time, we should have 

the next Altitude selected.  Look at the flight plan and find the (DECEL) point.   

              

This will have an altitude associated with it on the right of the plan. On our plan, it’s 

2780 and this is the altitude we need to intercept the glideslope. So, rounding it up 

slightly to 2800, we enter this into the FCU Alt window so we are prepared to follow 

the donut again when it starts to indicate the next descent step. When the donut 

starts to move again we push the ALT KNOB again as it passes the centre point to re-

establish our descent. Now we slowly descend on the STAR into LIEE. You will notice 

an Alt Constraint at Waypoint CAR +5000 The AP will handle this and we should 

overfly at around 5500 – 6000 Ft.  Change back to QNH when the pressure is flashing 

yellow at 5000 Ft. We may need some speed brake to increase Rate of descent while 

we decelerate towards the DECEL Waypoint But don’t drop below 3000ft. We need 

to be stabilised at about 250kt. And -700 Feet per minute.  
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APPROACH – STABILIZED APPROACH AND ILS 

A new symbol has appeared on our Nav Display, it looks like a (D) in magenta, this is 

our decal waypoint where the Auto thrust will enter Approach mode and we start 

our approach and it is important we are stabilised in both Speed and Descent by this 

point.  It doesn’t mean we must fly level at a fixed speed, but we must be Stabilised 

at a steady descent rate and deceleration rate. In our current configuration, Speed 

brakes deployed, we should be settled at around 240-250 Kts with a VSI of minus 

1000 to minus 1500 feet per minute.  

 

As soon as we Pass the (D) DECEL waypoint the AT will change to Approach mode 

and bring the engines back to idle.  At this point we also should be at, or near our 

target alt of 2800ft. So, when we level off at this Alt the speed should start to decay 

quite quickly so when we reach 240 Kts, Set Flap 1 and stow the speed brakes.  

                              

 You can now also press the ILS button next to the FD button to show the LOC and GS 

indicators on the PFD.  Use these to “think ahead” especially the GS indicator: If it 

looks low you might need some speed brake or drop the gear to increase the 

descent rate, if it looks high you can delay the Flaps deployment.   
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APPROACH – ESTABLISHING THE ILS 

As we approach the final turn to intercept the LOC (localizer) we should be READY TO 

SET Flap2 we can do this when the speed has reduced to the next amber “=” marking 

on the speed tape.  Once set wait until you’re on the GS before adding more flap 

 

We should still be level at 2800 Ft. Under the GS (Glide Slope) ready to intercept 

from below.  So, now would be a good time to select APPR on the FCU to enable the 

AP Auto ILS mode. You can also switch the ND ROSE to ILS If you wish.   

 

 If you want to fly the approach manually you can bypass this and follow the flight 

director bars as your guide but I recommend a full Auto land for the tutorial so you 

can see how the computers do it before you attempt a manual landing yourself! 

 

The Auto pilot will track the Localizer and follow the glideslope, so as soon as you are 

fully established you can lower the gear and select Flap 3, and flap Full as the speed 

passes the marking on the speed tape. 
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FINAL APPROACH – PREPARATION AND LANDING  

We are fully established on the ILS so we need to prepare for our landing. First set 

Speed brakes to ARMED and Turn on Landing Lights on the Overhead panel. Select 

Auto Brakes (B) to MEDIUM. We should now have landing checklist on the ECAM (A)  

 

Continue the approach and listen for the Altitude callouts from GPWS and Rad Alt. 

These will tell you the Altitude audibly at various intervals.  1000, 500 etc. Also, make 

sure to set your Go Around altitude in case we need to make any last-minute 

decisions.  We will set Alt to 4000 on the FCU. More audible callouts as we get 

nearer the runway 300, 200. Then the Fly by wire will switch to LAND MODE.  

 

The next calls we hear are “Hundred above” indicating we are 100 ft. above 

minimums, and then of course, “Minimums” This is our decision height and its 

simple a case of deciding, continue if all is well, or Go around if there are any 

problems preventing the landing. If we are going around simply move the thrust 

levers to TOGA and you will climb straight ahead to the selected altitude ready for 

another approach.   If you decide it’s safe to land just continue as normal and wait 

for the next altitude calls and just after “20” a very important one “RETARD” This is 

our reminder to bring the thrust levers to Idle (even though the AT does it 

automatically in auto land) Then this will allow us to apply Reverse thrust until the 

speed reduces to 80 Kts.   We can also disconnect the Autopilot any time after 

landing but left connected it will be in Rollout mode and keep on the centreline.  

Once the speed has decayed to 20-30 Kts we can connect the nose wheel steering 

again and depart the runway. This just leaves us to taxi back to the Gate.  
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FINAL APPROACH – NOTES ON MANUAL APPROACH AND LANDING  

When doing a manual approach and landing in the Airbus there are a few important 

points to note.   Use small inputs of Pitch and Roll to remain on the ILS and be 

prepared for Airbus FLARE MODE.   This is a built-in function of the Fly by Wire 

System that automatically inputs a DOWNWARDS PITCH from the elevators at 50 

Feet AGL.  At first that can feel as if the elevators have failed and you cannot flare 

manually but it is there to “remind” the Pilot flying to Apply a Firm back pressure on 

the sidestick to arrest the descent. The FBW will induce an 8-degree downward pitch 

over 2 seconds from 50ft. so Remember you must counteract this.  

Also in Manual landing conditions, you will hear “RETARD... RETARD” repeatedly 

until you close the thrust levers.   

Don’t stop flying the aircraft when the main gear touches down.  You must fly the 

aircraft in all three axes until below 80 kts.  Below 80 kts the rudder becomes less 

effective also so you may need to connect the Nose wheel steering. 

So, that’s it….   Taxi safely back to the gate. Flaps Up, lights off apart from Beacons 

and Nav lights.  Parking brakes on and shutdown engines.  

 

 

 


